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Let's deal

with today's
problems
I have been a member of the Party
for the past two years.

My experiences in attending meet
ings and discussion groups have led
•ne to believe that over-emphasis is
being placed on the theory of Marxism
as applied some odd number of years
gone by, and not enough consideration
is being given to the application of

DEMOCRACY—IT'S AN
AMERICAN TRADITION
The American people have a demo
cratic heritage second to none. It is oui*
responsibility to help use and extend
this heritage Our country began at the
time of the break-up of feudalism and
the rise of bourgeois democracy. Our
democracy was continuously enriched
by the struggles of the people in our
country and by the coming of some of

of the finest democrats from all partS
of the

world

to our shores —

until

after the Second World War.

Thomas Jefferson, the Adamses, Ben

said theory to our present-day living
conditions and circumstances.

I have been involved in long discus
sion sessions ( I say involved, I mean
present) where the tone and level of
discussions was so ancient and alien.to
me that I felt like an outsider. Yet I

Due to vacation schedules and printing complications, we were
forced to delay one issue of The Party Forum. We have therefore

am continuously asked to attend such
groupings.
Feeling like an outsider brings to

doubled the size of this issue.

We're all accustomed to a time limit on discussions and abide

by it. We have set a word limit on articles and ask our contributors
to abide by it. The maximum is 1,000 words. In some cases, the editors

mind another situation that I feel is

liave had to cut because the articles have far exceeded the word limit.

Let's have more articles, letters, comments from the membership.
W will try to print all material received. Contributions should be sent

to The Party Forum, Room 705, 942 Market Street, San Francisco 2,
Calif., or transmitted through party organizations.

jamin Franklin, and many other con
tributed to a philosophy and practice
of democi-acy — based on ownership
of farms by tlie broad masses, and

their active participation in the gov
ernment. They won t}ie Bill of Rights—
the

Hamiitons

and the

rich

wrote

much of our Constitution.

What do we mean by democracy?
A belief that every person has some
capacity to recognize truth," to malte
valid social judgments, and to live as
8 useful part of a group. Lenin said we

bership; I, being a Negro, arn greatly
concerned with this decline. I therefore
make it my business to discuss this
with other Negroes that have a histori
cal relatlnnshiu with "the Party, to as

certain why the decline,
pie's, wisdom, the more nearly right
the answer to the problem will be.
It is not possible for full economic,
social and political democracy to flower
under capitalism — in fact, the 20th
Congress shows that it is a long, hard
struggle even under socialism. But de
mocracy can be defended and in some

edly work on quotas, handed down ■—
largely financial ones?
Democracy is both content and form.
Was it only the pressure of the cold
war which made us give up the elec
tion of committees following reports
which had been thoroughly discussed?

areas extended under capitaii.sm. In

Was it democratic

before the

Second

had faitli in the masses — meaning
faith in their ability to see what is to

achieve a large mea-sure of democracy,

"World War when a list or State com
mittee members was brought in to be
voted on unchanged — unless a nom

but I think we do not have it now.

ination was made as a substitution?

Uieir mutual advantage and to be able
to oi'ganize to get it. This understand
ing needs to be enriched with the sci

In the mass organizations to which
we belong I think most of us work
to help give democratic expression to

ence of Mai-xiam to reach its full cre

the will of the members. But what of

ative possibilities or society. Democracy
does not imply that all are equal in
ability, nor can make identical contri

the workings of our pai'ty we can

place for feadersbipl. but that a/1 have

the situation in our Party? Do we ac
tually believe that each member has a
real and necessary contribution to
make in developing Marxism creatively,
p.ni! cr.rrying it into practice' Or-do

some ability, and should have equal
opportunity for training and expres

we believe that top committees alone
should study Marxism and use it as a

sion.

Democracy means that the broader

method to propose soiutions to our
country's problems ■—■ at home and

the .sampling one can get of the peo-

abroad ? Are we content to half-heart-

butions (nor that there is not a real

of paramount importance to the Party,
relative to "practice and policy." In re
gard to the decline of the Negro mem

Would

it

not

have

been — would

it

not now be—much more democratic to
allow any number of additional nomi
nations to be made from the floor? The

whole list then arranged whether al

phabetically. or by lot. and the ones
with the highest vote elected ? The
number of voles received even by those
elected would reflect the delegates'

ju.igmc-nt of their leadership. This
would apply equally to county, divi
sion. and section committees.
The branch was formerly more dem

ocratic than higher bodies, I believe.
Actually, democracy is the only way to
really release individual initiative .and

Party democracy
and party structure
(Proposals submitted to California State Board
by various members for discussion).

1. Delegated conferences should be convened on a section, regional, city,
or county level, to which the clubs elect representatives, to discuss immediate
questions facing us in the mass work of the Party, even while the general
discussion on the errors of the past period is still going on.
2. The principle of regular conventions, and frequent elected conferences
in between, must be established and adhered to.

3. There must be a frequent review of policy, once established after
widest disctission, to determine if it has met the test of experience.
4. The party membership must be informed of differing points of view

before a policy is decided upon, not just the final .conclusion.
5. Leading bodies, at least up to the county level, should be selected by
direct representation, not indirect. They should consist of delegated bodies
and function as a political assembly, to which the leadership is responsible,

to which reports are made to verify policy, rather than to be used to mobilize

foster group cooperation, v Formerly,
we did elect the persons whom the
members thought most able as chair
man, membership director, educational
director, and dues secretary. Now. too
often, the Section Committee chooses

the chairman — which is only proper
for a limited time if people who do
Jiot know each other are brofight to
gether. Perhaps,

people who

do not

Kagro and other mass work and experience.

cially. This is one pf the many adfCotilinited on Page SJ

Like most members of our party I

been addng my two cents to every disciis-sion bdt I have also been listening.
terpiece of theoretical value but I do

hope the comrades read this and think
about themselve.s.

To place major responsibilities on
leadership for errors is perhaps correct
for they are supposed to be the most
developed; but to place all responsi
bility on leadership for errors is sheer

hokum. I gm rank-and-file, I have
shirked leadership. I would and have
refused leadership appointment, elec

the discussions on leadership proposals should be opened up in the clubs, etc.,

tion, or selection. I don't want to be'

in advance of the conventions.

a leader, I'm not alone—there are too

the line down, but how to bring it up; that is, how to bring up experience j,
from below and properly evaluate it for the formulation of policy.

11. There must not only be a testing of policies based on the experience j
of the member.ship, in between conventions, but there must also be some pro-'

vision by which the members can initiate discussions on possible changes of
policy between conventions.
12. In addition to constitutional provisions providing for the election

of leadership, there should be local or state by-laws establishing how of
ficers and leading committees should be elected.

stantial and satisfactory enhancement

to this struggle."
3. That Negro comrades with a politi
cal potential are exploited by the Party
by being placed in positions and situa-

• tions tha,t excel their ability to cope
with. My own experiences have proced
this factor to be true.

i~ r'rom my personal ob.servation as a
community group member, I find it
most difficult to realize any real con

structive community nctiv/ty evolving
from, or a.s a result of. our group gath
erings. As a whole, it ha.s been my ex
perience that the majority of our time
is consumed in discussin<r either hypotheiical situations or situations irrele

vant to present-day conditions. I mean
hv this that I have been unable to feel

that our gatherings have been con
structive enough so that one might
r'^alize s oualitative change in commu-

( nity activity as a re.sult of our b^ng.^,

ie--"Fronra°5nof?'objective and less nega

tive noint of view. I say that L am

gi-eatly in favor of a group such as
ours

and

that

I

believe

that

such

a

group is nece.ssai-y to the community,

in communitv activity, the community
in which we live.

•

—J. D. C., Alanieda.

Who me? Fm just
a rank-and-filer

9. The question of leadership should not wait for conventions, which
usually do not have the time to discuss and assess proposals for leadership;
10. The standard leadership should not just be based on how to bring

and that the outfit does not offer sub

• when we e.stablish ways and means of
becoming more active and influential

This contribution will not be any mas

point, where members can raise any question or erievnnce.
8. Leadership must not be narrowed down to full-timers, but must be
broadened to include primarily comrades from industry, ti'ade union,

pose and true aim.
, 2. The feeling thai Negroes do not need
the Party; i.e., that Negroes have been
progressive in their struggle for social
and economic equality all their lives,

to recruit and form groups of people
who do know and trust each other, and
have a natural basis for meeting so

tion: guaranteeing the right of dissent; no expulsion except for acts against
the party and the working-class; containing not just the right appeal, but
automatic appeal, including the right of recall of any leader; co-mptions to
leadership should be eliminated; make it obligatory to Hear opinions of lower

agenda; the agenda should be simplified, and contain a "good and welfare"

tit,-!"—-o--'.

and that we. the group, and the com• munity. can benefit by our existence,

have been reading avidly the articles in
the discussion bulletin. I have not only

7. The clubs should have greater autonomy in organizing their own

1. Absence of "

. of the role of the Party, its real pUr-

know each other should be encouraged

for carrying out the line.
6. There should be a "Bill of Rights" for the members in the Constitu

bodies and members and act on their proposals.

1 have come up witn the following in
varied quarters:

many like me in, the Party. But even
though I am rank-and-file, I too, must
assume my personal responsibilities
for all errors committed.

• I failed to join and participate ac

tively in a mass organization though
leadership has called on me to do this
for over nine years. How about you?
• I have failed to study and read con

sistently so that today I could be in a

position to truly evaluate the position

of the American Negro on the national
qiie.stion and the fight for integration.
Have you?

• 1 have not given up my comfortable
job to go work in industry with llie
ma.sses of the working class. Have
you?
• ,I have failed to study the American
scene sufficiently so that 1 can discuss
how a party advocating socialism can
adopt itself to the American way.
What's your .score?
• Until i-ecentiy I didn't bother much
to think through just what democraticeentraiiam is. Imagine my surprise to
fi nd that actually it Is a method very
similar

to

our

American

democracy

where differences on policy and rules
can be processed much like a legal case

through to the Supreme Court with
history in both cases being the cor
rector

of

errors.

This

is

true

even

though people have abused the process.

These are just a few of my weak
nesses and contributions to our Party's
weaknesses. From thi.s you might say

that I'm at a pretty low level of de

velopment. My development could be
•lower. I study as much or more than
(Continued on Page 5)

Democi-acy;^

The USSR—a workers' state
witli bureaucratic distortions
Many diverse people in {lifferent
lief in socialism for many different rea
sons. They have, however, this one
thing in common: a deep feeling- of

cret police were established. These
became in.struments used to enforce
"bourgeois right," as well as the in
dustrialization and collectivization pro
gram. ■
'
•

love for all mankind and a bitter l^g-

Le'aving aside for the moment, any

strata oi American life come to a be

tred of suffering atid injustice.
For this reason, the i-evelatlons from-

the Soviet Union detailing murder, tor
ture and a host of other vile injustices,
have deeply shocked many of us who
look to that country a.s a living exam
ple of the "emancipation of mankind."
Assuming that there was a "Beria
gang" which operated In the fashion
of "Murder Incorporated," and assum
ing that Stalin was too often prone to

Soviet Union,

developed primarily by Stalin and sup

Union weathered the invasion of Hit

in the world today. Only a .superior

intensified the need for defense against
enemies internally and exteinally. The
need for defense against a hostile world
was real. But internal repression does

economic

not

ported. obviously, by the patty leader
ship of the Soviet Union. This was tho
theory that the capitalist encirclement

ler's finest, and .succeeded in becoming
the second greatest industrial power
system could

have accom

plished this against such odds.

Congress of the CPSU nor the Khrush

but to proceed in the manner that it

World War I ushered in revolution

did. The methods used and the tempo
established however were not only un
necessary but in the long run tended

pointed out by Lenin. The failure to
carry- out his remedial measures, i.e..
clectiveness and instant recall for offi

these tragic errors could not have <3e-

cials, workers' pay for representatives
of the state adniinistration, allowing

veloped in a socialist state.

ail to administrate for a time so that

this

none

crimes were therefore inherent in the

could

become .bureaucrats,

But

and

. doing away with a special armed force
of the state (secret police) resulted in
and police terror.

Thus, the first country to embark on
the path to socialism was not, as piedieted by earlier Marxist theory, a
highly dsveloped capitalist country.

' This even "when socialism in our
country was fundamentally con
structed. when the exploiting classes
were generally liquidated," as pointed
out by Khr\ishev in his special report

The failure of the revolutions in the

on Stalin.

And because in the new Soviet State,

defense

Had there not been the particularly
difficult historical conditions present
in Russia following the revolution,

in' such a program had been sharply

carried

West, left this backward, poverty
stricken, predominantly peasant coun
try to "go it alone" completely encir
cled by ijitter enemies.

external

of employment, such as shop groups.
In addition, they have some chance to
help each other grow, daily.

Democracy in the brancli implies tha

abUlty, experience, and desires of ea^
member — based on acceptance of the
general Party Program — go Into

malting a branch plan v.'hich help.n to
form and then to fulfill the national'

policy. We should have- a long-range
plan in each branch — and at all lev

els. — concentration on certain goals,
including the bifluencing of a certain
section of our working population. I
mean a long-range plan in helping to
solve what are termed the "immediate

needs" of-the American people

a

plan we work on for a year or .several
years. I trust our over-all aim i.s to
help bring socialism in a form consist
ent with our traditions and level of in
dustrial development.

The possibility of exces.ses and abuses

one country. Russia, the revolution was
culmination.

the

(Coiitiiiiied irotn Fa<if f
vantages had by group.? based on place

to impede the sociaiist development.

a snowballing machine of bureaucracy

successful

from

Basing hi.s policy and actions on this
theory, Stalin utilized the existence of
the secret police and the bureaucracy,
which were developed under earlier
conditions to force through his "line"
and perpetuate his own position. It
became increasingly difficult to oppose
this position backed up as it was by
tile police force.

cialism, the Soviet state had no choice

ary situations in many countries. In _
to a

flow

needs.

But it is my opinion that, having
decided upon the course of building so

ory.

so

judgment as to the correctnes.s of the
methods used, it must be said that the
program succeeded. , The productive
forces were developed. The Soviet

mental .question remains. "How could
they have gotten away with it?"
Neither the speeches from the 20th

It seems to me that some insight
into the situation can be gained by
viewing the development of the Soviet
State in terms of existing Marxist the

aberations of

ciaiist democracy could only weaken
the socialist development.
The fact that the repressive meas
ures continued to a heightened degree
stemmed from the incorrect policy

shout "off with their heads" a funda

chev .special report on Stalin provide
any answer to this question. Here in
America, the report by Max Weiss to
the National Committee of the CPUS,
and the Daily Worker article by Eu
gene Dennis leave totally unanswered
the same question.

badly needed

the

no

fact

one

that

should

the

conclude

from

repressions and

The fact that the objective condi
tions themselves have been completely
altered makes repetition impossible.
An understanding of the particular
Russian socialist development should,
therefore, not leave us to despair. And

to

anotlier —

lilte

marionettes. This is very unsatisfactory
to the indiyidual and unproductive to
the group in helping to really influ
ence social change. There are .some
long-range plan would eliminate some
of them and give perspective in deal
ing with others.

we can also take heart in the fact that

Campaigns are necessary, and we
must learn how to really carry out
campaigns which grow in intensity, but
campaigns must not be hung around

never again in the history of man will
there be a situation parallel to that

no time for discussion of other indi

which existed in Russia in 1917. Social

After the completion of the collec

action

emergencies which must he met, but a

system itself.

tivization program, the internal repres-sive features of the state should
have begun to "wither away."
Therefore the continuation, and in

Too often we are jerked from, one
emergency

the neck of the branch until there is

vidual and group worlt. I tliinit our
members always have energy, but it is

ism now covers one third of the globe,
and the economic strength of the so
cialist world .should dispel any fear

jdeadened and not released by continual
I do not consider building the press
and the Party campaigns, but Oiat tlie

latter is an integral part of tlie growth

Icampaigns from qbove.—

—

the productive forces were far from
being able to do away with general

fact, intensification of the internal re

that history can be turned backwards
to capitalism. And above all, the condi

pressive features of the state, were far

tions in our own country make it a

ized want, an enforced distribution of

trbm inevitable. Whereas the dictator

certainty that we can look forward to

of our organization, and tlie former

the spar.se production had to be car

ship of the proletariat, the state as an
instrument of force, was absolutely

a socialist America which will truly
fulfill our deepest aspirations,

an implement to extend its influence".

ried out.

The low level of productive forces,
together with the aftermath of the
war, the intervention, and the famine,
created a situation

—Viclci, L. A.

necessary for the maintenance of the

wherein the rela

However, with the low level of under

standing of the role of the pi-ess i;i our
Party at the present time, we migliC do
belter to have a readers' apparatus
(including some party membei-s) to

tions of production in the Soviet Union

get new subs, to renew old ones, and

were for the first time in advance of

to raise funds monthly. This would be

the productive forces.
This unique situation led Denin to
say. in the trade union dispute with-

Who says 'third party'?

a combination of our former Dl.si.rict

In discussing Eugene Dennis' report,
our group is critical of that part m
which he says that agitation for a
farmer-labor party is "long overdue."
We look on this as dragged in by the
hairs. It weakens Dennis' argument for

pression through this party will they
be ready to form a new alliance. But at
present thi.s is not the question of the

population; and secontUy, it,is a work

taking into account the realities'of the

day.

ers' state

present .situation in our country. If the
left now begins agitating for a third
party it will be blind to the situation

How do we see the Democratic par
ty ? As a capitalistic party, including

Trotsky ^nd Bukharin, "A workers'
slate is an abstraction. Actually we

have a workers' state with this peCTiiiarity, firstly, that it is not the
working class population that predom
inates in the country, but the peasant
with

bureaucratic

distor

tions."

pression through the Democratic party.
They .see the Democratic party as their

part'y. And only if they can't find ex

the Dixiecrats, but not the favored '
party of big business. Are we to say

and will becorrse even more isolated.

If Lenin was right in 1921, a, ques

that tills is a static situation ? We don't
think so. We feel that with labor's

the Soviet leaders mow .say is what

By what right does the' left decide
now that the : American people must
have a third party? Only the future
developments can decide this.
Traditionally the American people

farmers and middle class — that the

happened.

have had a two-party system. Many

Democratic party may be forced to be

times

come the real voice of the people, that

tion which remains is how did the bu

reaucratic distortions develop to bu
reaucracy as a system of rule, which

As a result of the particular condi

tions described above, a policy of co
ercion was adopted. Industriatlzation
was forced through at a tempo never
before known in history. Collectiviza
tion was forced through against the
■will of a section of the peasantry. A
technically skilled working class was
developed and educated by means of
a gigantic "crash program."

In order to' facilitate these develop
ments, a large bureaucracy and a se

American

has

been

ma

We

ask.

is

the formation

of a third

means

the belief

that

bution. It is up to the other members
and the leadership tcr stimulate his or
her .study of Marxism, and then to
help liim or her to find tiie organiza
tional form for what tlie person sees
as important to do.
The branch is the living link by
which proposals can be brought to
them, and through which llic desires
of the American people can be re
ported.

I think wp have capacity to democra

patlietic to labor, civil right legislation
and witli a program based upon peace
can be elected.

socialism is,

that Congressmen and Senators sym-

party at this time or in the irnmediate

Democracy

each member wants to make a contri

tize our Party, but we mu.st continually
check up on what democracy means
and cherish its expression, I believe
that only a democratic party can edu
cate Uie American people a-s to what

the Dixiecrats will be forced out. and

ligned because it did not have a party
of its own, and various European
countries have been cited as examples.

and

then help them to

(We do not

Which lactic i.<? correct or reall.stic —

work to get it. We have no authority

feel that It is a policy question.) We

agitation for a Ihifd party or to lielp
the majority of the American people
fi nd their voice through the party they

• nor force to exert — save the moral

future

8

correct tactic?

don't think so.

Let's

take

a look at the American

scene today. We .find the labor move
ment and its allies trying to find ex

The 20th Congress report has stimu

consider theirs—the Democratic party.

—Clara Zetkin Group, Los Angeles

with a revolutionary situation what
would our problems be in our own
county and in ihe various cities within
thi.s county? Suppose we had the task

force of our example; persuasion, and
the magnificent achievements of all-.of
the Socialist countries.

—J. A., Valley, Los Angeles.

The Dennis report projects a Negrolaborifarmer coalition a.s a presMug
need and the corect path forward. To
me this seem.s logical and perfectly

The test of practice

lated new discdssions and re-examina-

Oon of many policies including the
transition to socialism in this country.
1 suggest a re-reading Of some classic
'writings, particularly "State and Revo

labor

merged strength along with it^ allies—
the Negro people, professional, small

Manager apparatus, and British Daily
Worker plan.

must- these

coi-rect. But do we accept tliin a-s a

agencies be abolished? I am not pro
jecting answers because 1 do not feel
that I know them. 1 am simply trying

"bookish" theory or do we see tlie local
reflection of this iii our own very real
life? What did our most recent politi

government.s

yto get broad theoretical problems^conI sidered In a more down-to-earth 'ash-

cal experiences reveal as tlie pre.sent
level of development of a coalition?
And moi-e important what an*0 .the

nature of our own government? Does

in this area. Would some areas lag be
hind due to uneven development of
meiss support ? What kind of opposi

it function as the executive committee

tion

of the corporations on a national, state,
and local level ?

lution."

A careful testing of the old, classic
revolutionary literature with our own
knowledge of our society and the prob
lems we have is in order. What is the

*

For example if confronted nationally

2

Party Forum

of establishing socialist

bureaucratic

staffs?

Or

' ion.
tions were directed to our local scenes

steps that we can take ri glit now to
further develop along the luies-of a full

would organize it? Can the present.ad

we would get faster i-esults in merging

and conscious coalitjon ?

ministrative offices be "taken over."
"voted over" with their clerical and

theory and practice. Inconect theories

would

be

encountered

and

who

Perhaps-if our discussions and ac/

would be revealed more easily. .

-L.'.K.^ Marln.
' -V

'We

off from the people'

In more than twenty-five years of
continuous work close to important
served centralism oi>erating rigorously

carry out the greatest organizing drive
in American history, and built a pow
erful coalition into the New Deal. In
that great period we practiced democ

ia our rajiks and often little or no de

racy and were a force in advancing

mocracy.

government by the people.

centei'S of our activities. I have ob

approach wax the gi'oss building up in

can become the great strength needed

our ranks of the cult of the individual.

to build up our movement will encour
age and foster rank and file efforts to
grapple with our problems. Now that

A few people decided everything until
the ran.k and file became mere instru

ments for executing policies worked
out at "higher levels." Tlie results have

There has been very little evidence

We ha.ve^ contradicted our general

been steady loss of the strength that

that cither tlie leadership or the mera-

theory of American democracy as "the
rule of the people" in the name of the
.special theory of democratic central
ism. In practice democratic centralism

conies from broad collective thought
embodied in a vital program of action.

bei'ship seriously looked to the rank

and file for guidance or expected to
find wisdom among the people. Ideas,
plans, instructions nearly always canie

have, cut our.sclves off from the

wis(i<im;of the people.

has expressed itself among .us > as a

What can we do now to correct this

from the top.
IX there has been a single recent'im
portant development in our work which
arose among the workers at the bottom
or among the broad masses of the peo
ple, I have not seen it. Not since the
great labor movement In the 1930s

gross expression of pragmatism operatuig mecha-iically as determinism. As
usual among Americans we have been
in a great hurry to get on with the im
portant jobs before us. As long as we
were aiming at the building of a dem
ocratic .society we have thought it was

basic misdirection in"the application of

when the rank and file and the leaders

all right to use the undemocratic meth
ods of centralism, and to short cut de

worked together as a well-organized
team to win concessions for the veter

ans and some measure of protection for
the unemployed, helped to direct and

our theory so that we can serve the

The consequence of this pragmatic

Jewish field:
For a full review
of sectarianism

perous and secure America?

of the membership to review the work

. The time has come for American

of the year and to make plans for the
ensuing period.
The proposals made at these meet

question, (maiiUy old Political Affairs

Position" by Alexander Bittleman. One

much rethinking and re-examination
of our work In that field are required.

section of the pamphlet deals with the
attitude.? of Rabbi Stephen Wise, Jacob
Potofaky. and Rabbi Abba Hillel Silver

This discussion will be limited to a

partial examination of certain ques
tions. It should be emphasized that this
writer is no "expert" on the Jewish

towards the Marshall Plan.

question. This report was undertaken

Marshall Plan, that Silver and Fotof-

as part of an agreement by several

sky, who are Democrats, support the
plan, while Wise, who is a republican,
opposes it.
After pointing that support of

people to open up examination of a
number of specific questions In order
to stimulate more concrete discussions
around tlie national committee report.

An original report, (much too long for
this bulletin) was presented to several

groups and resulted in considerable
diseusaion. This article wUl attempt

this discussion, but it will be in the
main the personal opinions of the
writer. Those with disagreements or

critlcisma are urged to enter the dis
cussions by presenting articles of their
own.

For this opening article I would like
to de.'Jl only with some very general
questions. (Further articles will be
sent in on certain specific questions).
In reading the available material on
work in the Jewish field, it certainly
appears that the party was guilty of
those errors of political estimate, and
the

basic

error

of

left-iectarianism

to which Eugene Dennis referred in his
national commltte,report. Almost every
report and article during' this period
reflects pretty clearly an overestimate
of the Imminence of \var, at times an

almost hysterical presentation of the

immediacy of fascism and an implicit
expectation of nearing economic crisis,
with

its

attendant

radicalization

of

the working class.
These tendencies found expression in
various way. They were expressed in
our methods of characterizing social
democracy in the most vicious manner
in our approach towards Jewish labor,
based on the concept of winning the
workers away from their leadership.
Our attitude was shown In our char-

acteilzations of almost every sector of
Jewish life outside the left as an enemy
of one kind or another, in our narrow,

The article

discussion, revision, rejection or ap

throughout the world and here at home
in our owij country and we must be
free to take advantage of them. Two

system of checks and balances with

critical period. The leaderq should state

Jewi*y. ttic pamphlet says "Such Jewish
leaders as Wise and Silver, as well as
Jewish labor leaders like Potof.sky,

tarian tacticrs. etc.! And it is certainly
divorced from reality.
sea the need for examination of:

of the problems? Were the struggles

It would seem a must that we review

and Jewish people and the great history
of our American labor movenment. We

ented 'children — Lowell,' Whittier,
Bryant, Emerson, Whitman, Douglass,
Lincoln, Parrington, Wedemeyer, Debs,

in to consider the problems we face

Roosevelt

with us and to help us get the thinlting
of broad sections of the public.

others, as a basis for refreshing our
understanding, building new concepts
and advancing our democratic way of
life. Everyone among us should qualify
himself to help in this advance by
study of our world-famous democratic

John Reed, DuEois, Franklin

and

Delano

Marcantonio, among

■ tradition.

We have a rich legacy of democracy
here in America, but we cannot inherit

It unless we break through tiie walls
we

have

built

around

ourselves

to

make our American contribution to the

present world-wide movement to free

dom and a prosperous'happy life.
H. R., San Francisco

Jewish Communist trade unionists.

Have we automatically and mechani

m

cally equated the experiences of the
Jews under Hitler with our approaches
towards incipient American fascism?
Some have said that the approach
taken in this article is too negative, and
that it faUs to deal with the objective
condition which led to our fsolation.

Although I agree that a rounded esti
mate wU ultimately be required, it is

my firm opinion that for now-our main
controlled. There is too much evidence

ible^ less narrow approaches were uti

Jewish Labor Council.

lized.

I would like to cite a passage from

Organize groups and classes to study
the theory and practice of American
democracy. The study of United States
liistory is a state requirement in our
public schools and .colleges. We can add
to the censored history taught in these
censored schools the knowledge we have
of the history of the Negro, Mexican

Special consideration here should be

tarian- approaches to Jewish labor
through operations like the American

one article which iseems to epitomize

workers

the boycott of the Jewish work by

even within a bad objective situation

but social democracy.

won respect among peace
throughout the world.

our labor , policies in the Jewish field.

and those factors which we could have

the main enemy not the bourgeoisie,

within the World Peace Council has

Adams, Thomas Paine, and their tal

position of precisely this character.
To represent the people leaders must
Icnow what they are thinking. To as
sume they know is arrogance. Leaders
who understand that the creative power
latent all about us among the people

around the expulsions from the Jewish
community councils handled properly?

guarantees the rights of the minority
within the U. N. and whose operation

ship for discussion, change, rejection
or approval.
Whenever possible, interested, hon
est non-party people should be invited

ment. Great injury has been done to
the initiative of us all by constant im

whole IWO and JPFO question. Could

unanimity (wrongly, called the veto
power by our commercial press) which

ter for study, and the development of

upon ua from.above by those who were

there have beSn a different resolution

study the basic democratic principle of

a program to submit to the member

responsible for misdirecting our move

• Policies and tactics around the

and to bring them forward in fresh,
vital programs. Such a body should

To gain it we must study with all
our power and in new ways the great
philosophic works of the founding
fathers: Jefferson, Franklin, Sam

We should limit the discussion of the

• Policy towards the American Jew
ish Congress: Did the split and expul
sions have to- take place?

think out solutions for our problems

cratic tradition.

Dennis report and other top statements.
They are an effort to impose thinking

Just scratching the surface one can

organization and insuring that every
one of us Is constantly encouraged to

it all."

then be transmitted to the national cen

This gem has everything in it: sec
tarian language, sectarian politics, sec

the_ aim of developing and malntajniiig free democratic practices in our

can infuse ourselves with a working
knowledge of our American demo

state and regional conventions should

of America." ,

Set up a control body to institute a

This process will help to abolish our •
cult of the individual and develop a re
flex of iiumility in all of us to replace
the past and present reflex of 'T know
The proposals worked out in these

could make their greatest contribution
to the Jewish people and to America by
joining with the consistently progres
sive, left-wing and Communist forces
of bur people in the building of the
anti-imperialist and democratic camp

most identical with that of the party
fnot to mention our pollcle.s towards
the 'left" Jewish organizations), and in
our emphasis on narrowing and sec

there is little doubt that we considered .

and let the membership leam from
the people.

crats was in the interests of American

task is to single out those weaknesses

Another question that stands out
clearly is that throughout this period

listen and learn from the rank and file

neither the Republicans of the Demo

policies which set forth programs al

'

the problems they see' without trying
to give the answers. Let the officers

disagreement am o n g them over "the

leftisr slogans, such as "Jewish AntiFascist Unity": iu our policies towards
organizations where we had influence
such as. the American Jewish Congress,

•

democratic spirit of our own country
and our people.
• Open completely free discussions no%v
on club, county and eventuaUy state
and regional levels to find out what
the membership thinks should be done
to redirect our work positively in this

indicates that there is

members in the form of organized pro
grams and direct communications for

proval.

to the needs of our movement and the

and Jewish Life), it seems cleax- that,

leaders and replies sent back to the

Great opportunities are opening up
to advance the welfare of the people

• Replace our pragmatic mechanicallyoperated democratic centralism v/ith a
dialectic theory of democracy adapted

much of our weakness of the past

ings should be seriously studied by the

mistakes."

democratic centralism.

period. It is from the pamphlet "To Se
cure Jewish Rights — The Communist

Establish regular annual meetings

Marxists to make a new ideological

• Make democracy the vital part of

On the basis of rereading of much

can open a renaissance here as it has
in the Soviet Union since the attack
made there upon the cult of the indi
vidual.

possibilities at least are open to us;

of the material available on the Jewish

within our grasp..Firm, belief in the

li-nmeasurable talents and power of the
people and their productive capacities

Interests of the ivorking class and the
people in building a peaceful and pros

Declal-ation of Independence. We need
not be afraid of the new errors we will
make, for they will be our own and we
will know how to correct them. "The
people have a right to make their own'

mocracy, particularly as we were un
der consta'it sharp attack.

dogmatism has once again been un
masked as reaction and the flood gates
of the people's thinking are open, the
pcs-sibilities of, a qualitative change are

that at many times and in many places

good work was done, good relationships
built and maintained where more flexy

It is my proposal that clubs involved t
In Jewish' work, commissions, caucuses ,,

of members of organizations and cau- j
cuses of people in various fields should /
begin to get together and discuss some
of' Ihe 'specific qqestipns referred' to
above."

•

.

.

"WbatcTct iWMl wa.lilvt we

atm leaveMhca bchtad."

-^Steve Braild, Los' Angeles
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PARTY DEMOCRACY
NEEDS AN OYERHAUL
Party democwicy

has hecome the

central topic of the current discussions
— and there is good reason for this.
Broad democracy Is indispensable to
the development of correct fsolicies and

adinini.stralion, and very little else. The
crushing weight of all thi.s finally des
cends upon the back of the club. Club
members

find

aiuch

of

what

comes

down ha.s little relationship to the

and is responsible to the membership.
Obviously, something Is lacking—be
cause tliere has been_ little relationship

between these organizational principles
and the'functioning of the Party, '

the rapid correction of tnlsiahfes. Sound

probleini they' face. Nonetheless, ithey

policies flow from accurate hnbwledge

have to struggle with it — and thm ef
I chosen by cooption, not election. Refectively blocks consideration of a pro
i ports to the membership were a rarity
gram for mass work in organizations
between conventions and conventions
and communities whe're they have ties.
were few and far between. Majority
The character and quantity of de
rule was transformed into the so-called
mands and tempo of work required by
principle of monolithic unity. Leading
the Party virtually precludes examina • bodies disregarded the source of their
tion of policy, even if it were submitted
authority — the membership. Dissent
for discussion and review. The real
at any level was unheard of; if it oc
foundation for Party democracy is
curred. it was sealed within the body
seriously damaged.
•
. where it took place.
Drastic changes are needed to get
All this resulted in rigid enforcement
over this hump.
of decisions by higher bodies on lower
The demands of the Party shoidd, be
bodies and the membership regardless
simplified and trimmed down to size,
of how decisions were reached or
campaigns- and tasks tailored to our * whether they met the needs of practice.
present capacity. The membership
The "something" that was lacking

of objective reality. Such knowledge
reachea the Party and its leadership
through the experience of the member
ship in shops, industries, commimlties

and people's*organizations. The policy
arrived at is thus based on facts and

must.be tested in life. If it fails to meet
the test, a new look has to be taken

and changes made.
Bence, channels for communication

from membersbip to leadership must be
wide open at all times. There is no
other scientific method of determining
or testing Party policies.
"To discuss organizational principles,
practices and Party structure first Is
to put the cart before the horse. They
cannot be dreamed up and superim
posed without reference to politics, for
orgartization is the Instiniment through
which political policy is developed and
applied. Politics, the content of Party
work, take priority.
One important aspect of this prob
lem, in my opinion, is the charting of
a political course based on realities.

Leadership has been increasingly

should have more freedom and initia

was failure to implement the demo

tive to apply political policies in mass

Party life of which both membership
and leadership are now prisoners.
Within such a framework, expansion

cratic principles we professed. Proce
dures for guaranteeing them were
neither spelled out nor written Into the
Party Constitution, even after the
Browder period.
Article IV, Section 1 of the Constitu
tion proclaims the right of members to
take part in policy-making and in elec

work without endless discussions and

plans being worked out in higher Party
bodies. This would help eliminate much
of the sterile, administrative inner-

of Party democracy can be tackled

tion of officers, leading committees and

This Includes an estimation of the ca

more realistically.

pacity of the Party — its size, compo
sition, influence, political relationships

I do not believe there is anything
sacred about organizational principles.

delegates. But nowhere is there provi
sion for exercising these rights except

and status.

They are a means to an end, and if

Battered by fierce attacks and reel . necessary should be altered to serve
ing from some self-inflicted blows, the
that end. At the same time, a distinc
Party today just ain't what it used to
tion should be made between the or
be.

Tet there has been no change in the'

ganizational principles we profess and

scdpe and magnitude of tasks projected

the practices we follow.
An examination of constitutions of

as If our strength was the same as it
was W years ago. Political objectives,

some 25 unions and community organi
zations reveals that their organiza

goiis and quotas are often unrealistic
gr^t or small whether or not we arfe in

tional principles are not so different
from Party princifHes. The election of
leading bodies, reports to the member
ship, and majority rule are generally

a position to do anything about it. And

accepted. Acceptance by lower bodies

whtit is the result?

of decisions of higher bodies is found
in every type of organization.
Our Parly principles are essentially
democratic. They imply that leadership
is elected by, derives its authority from.

and impossible to achieve. Policies and
campaigns are advanced on every issue

Leading bodies at all levels are furi
ously preoccupied working out ambiti
ous plans and ways to transmit them.
Thfcy become experts in inner-Party

in pre-convention periods. And a lot of
water does fiow under the bridge be

tion should specifically include the fol
lowing:

1. The right of memberahip^o be'fnformed of dlffercnl, yiews

pressed in leadingiBOdies on-all/,,
major questions; and to know the.'
positions of individual members
of leading committees on major
questions.
2. Provisions for calling delegated
conferences at regular intervals
between conventions on a county,
' state and national level, to reevaluate policy or develop a posi
tion on now issues which arise.

3. The right of lower bodies to ex
amine decisions of higher bodies,
and, if they find them incorrect or
inadequate, to request their re
view and amendment.

4. Direct election of county, state or
national officers by convention
delegates.
5. Provisions for removing members

of leading bodies by delegated
conferences; provision for filling
all vacancies on leading bodies,
between conventions, by dele
gated conferences.
6. Authorization to state and county

organizations to establish by-laws
to the Constitutioji, reguiarize
procedures to meet the varying
needs of local organizations. Such
by-iaws should not conflict with
the Constitution itself.

7. Charges against individuals
should be handled by elected trial
committees.

Trial

committees

should hear charges, make recom
mendations for action to the body
which elected them, and then dis
band.

tween Conventions..

Artcile IV, Section 5, states again
that members shall be involved in de

termining major policies, with the
right and duty to examine their execu
tion. in accord with Article VII. Sec
tion 7. Does Article Vn, Section 7, then,

define procedures by which these rights
can be exercised? Not at all. It defines

the authority of the National Commit

tee, without any reference whatsoever
to the right of members. It's a-"heads
I win, tails you lose" proposition.
It is obviously Inadequate merely to
affirm democratic principles and leave

their implementation to the good
graces of leading committees.
In my opinion,.the Party Constitu

The habits and

methods of many

years do not shake off easily. Certainly
the present leadership cannot remain
unchanged. But overhauling the Party
program and democratizing Its struc
ture shouid help produce a new type of
leadership. Less superstructure, fewer
full timers, and leading committees
heavily based on mass workers shouid
emerge. Both new forces in leadership
and old ones who may be "recondi
tioned" will function differently in an

organization with clearly defined pro
cedures and

constitutionally guaran

teed democratic rights for the member
ship.
OLETA TAXES, S. F.

For a 'new look' at organizational strncture
In discussing the question of democ
ratizing our party certain questions

have come iio the fore; for example, the
reqtiirements for membership in the

party are that one agree with its
general program and objectives, par
ticipate in helping to achieve these,

and pay dues regtilarly. However, in

practice, the atmosphere is such that
a member who Is unwilling or unable

to carry out a pretty full measure of all
policies and projects is made to feel
that he or she is not a good party
member, is "undisciplined" etc.
Most of us have known people who

have said in effect, •''I agree -with you. I
admire all the fine things you do. But
I'm not one of those "heroic, disciplmed'
peopie who can go to meetings every
night; carry oh 16 different activities,
etc." Quite a large number of these

peoi)le have "gone through" the party,
many have never come in it at ali.
In examining the above quMtion we

might take a few lessons from the

mass organizations. Let's look at the
acti-ve membership of most organi-

I don't think that the best and most

disciplined of us are that way because
of a concept or organizational dis
cipline — it's ."ielf-discipline which is
dependent upon conviction, not coer
cion (even if only verbal). But, it is
said, we are an organization of action,
and if once the line has been adopted,
all don't carry it out. we"ll no longer
• be an organization of action. What
happens in life? Those who are con
vinced carry it o'^ut to the best of their
ability, some of those who are not
convinced or dp not understand try
to carry it out anyway because of
"discipline" — but how well can one
carry hut a policy of which one is not
convinced, or perhaps disagrees with —
the rest of the. members "vote with

and program and for educational dis
cussions. It would provide the means

to which we would feel confidence in

for mobilization around major cam-

bringing new-members.
On the question of oi'ganizational
forms, we might also benefit from a
look at the unions and mass organiza
tions. Most of these carry on their ac
tivities by means of: (1) the general

palgms, such as. elections. It would also
be the place where leadership and
membership meet together to thrash

thirigs out and educate each other.
Because of the diversity of activity and

experiences of the club membership,

(2) the e.xecutive board (3) various

the discussions would be richer and the
conclusions would be more likely to re

functional committees to carry on dif
ferent phrases of activity.

flect the thinking of the party as a
whole than in ouu present functional

membership meeting (usually monthly)

Does an Industrial or functional mass

organizational club have to meet week
ly to discuss policy and program as
applied to that organization?

Does it require (he constant meeting

jjieir feet." What meaning then has

of people in a particular field of work

discipline, what happens in life to an

to carry on all phases of party activ

approach which "demands" unanim

ity, or could they meet for the express

ity?
It seems to me that an approach
which genuinely recognizes the right
to differ, at times to abstain, to pre
sent and discuss a minority point of

purpose of discussing work In their
particular field, while meeting With

view, jyould advance not only by rec
ognizing reality, but would, by creating

pose of discussing general party policy

cational etc. How can our present
lovce be improved or changed so as
to becorne not only better, but centers

other comrades to discuss other activ
ities ?

What about the role of the commun

clubs.

In addition to the above clubs, mem
bers would meet in committees or cau

cuses composed of people engaged in
similar activities to discuss and plan
the work in their particular field of ac
tivity, and would meet as often as the
members thought necessary. Members
of caucuses would be drawn from the

city or region as a whole depending
upon the type of mass organization in

volved, noli just from their own area
club. Members could belong to more

ity clubs in trade union concentration

than one committee or caucus depend

and the role of trade union forces in

the life of the community? Would not a

nefe of the organization, because a

an atmosphere for free discussion, ac
tually enhance the possibility of greater

ing upon how active they might be.
Party organizational or special ac

grouping, club, meeting on political

tivities would be handled on an area

particular form of activity appeals to

genuine unity and understanding. Ob

division basis, such as an AD, CD, or

th4nj, aivd because they derive per-

viously. in an organization such as

basis through the election of commit
tees, which might be year-round or

soiial satisfactions and fulfillment from

oiirs.'maximum unity of action Is nec

these activities. By and large, those
who take on major responsibilities in

essary, and there arc emergency situ

city area, be better able to copfe with
the problems of the integration of
community and trade union work?

ations as well. When a union is on

I think we should all be brought to

th^e organizations do so because they
feel able and want to take on greater

strike, all are required to do things
In support of the strike despite the

activity and leadership. If they find
they have made a mistake, they resign
and are replaced — and generally no

zaOons.'Why are they active? Because
they are convinced of the worthwhlle-

the activity.
Division of labor would enable the

gether In groups- (the size of which

party as a whole to carry on more than
one activity at a time without burden

fact that some may not have been in
agreement with it. However, we are
not oil strike all the time. The class

would be determined by various politi
cal considerations) to discuss matters
of common Interest to all party mem
bers, and meet separately for discus-

one thinks worse of them, even if they

struggle goes on, but it takes different

s^n of specific areas of Interest and ac-

don't give yards of excuses as to why

forms and is not always in a "crucial"

they are stepping down.
Why do •aonie of us in the party take
on the jobs we do, why are some of

stage.

Hvlty with others of like Interests. In
other words, 1 would see our entire
(membership — including our trade

us more disciplined than others, and

discussing what would be the best form

litical area basis, AD, CD or city.

ho'^C did we get that way? Firstly, be-

of organization for the various areas

cadse of understanding and conviction.

of work, trade union, legislative, edu

This grouping (which for convenience
I'll call a club) would meet for the put-

^ Party Forum

temporary depending on the nature of

In examinng - organization of the

party, I think that we must start by

^union members — divided up on a po

ing each individual members with all
of them. Also, because the committees

or caucus, not the clul), would be
handling activities and drawing mem
bers into them, it would give the In
dividual member wider choice as well

as lessening the pressure — to say

nothing of the fact that people would
be doing the work for which they are
best suited.

J. V.—East Bay

Socialism belongs first
on the agenda—not last

For a new
Marxist

organization
I go along with W.E.S. of San Fran
cisco that the present isolated and
shrinking Communist party ought to be
replaced by a bmad Marxist-socialist
party. Of course this will be a tremen
dous task aaid can't be done over night.
Many discussions and clarifications as
well as creative thinking are needed to

Discussion

with many persons in

Mai-in county indicates a general agree

find the means to suit the need of the

been made at the top. It was felt that

American masses.

this autocratic method goes baclt a
long way before the Smith Act arrests

I am sure that a proposal such as
this will be a great shock to many
members who have .spent their lifetime

of 19-18.

M^here do these tendencies come

devoted to the Communist cause. To

from ? Some have laid

them, perhaps, it will be unthinkable to
disband the party and protest that

the importation of "foreign" organi
zational methods, pointing out that
democratic centralism was a phrase
first used by Lenin In a historical situ
ation very different from our own.
However, a brief comparison indi
cates that the Communist party in the
United States, and the Communist
party in California, operate very much
on the pattern of any right wing Amer

such a discussion in the bulletin will

disnipt the morale of the members
particularly at present time. Also some
will say that this is an easy way out
and following in the footsteps of Browder. Stili others will say that this is
nothing but defeatism and pessimism
and what we need Is good self-criticism

and finding ,an American way to build
a stronger party based on Marxism and

the

blame on

ican trade union. It is not necessary to

Leninism by evaluating our work in

look abroad for the origins of the
Communist party's top heavy cen

the past and correcting our mistakes.

tralism. It has borowed the worst from

Also some argue that we wiU never

American labor's organizational meth
ods, ratlier than the best. Democratic
Centralism, sensibly applied would not

agree wffh The Guardian and Monthly
Review followers and other socialists
ideologicaDy and the matter of merg

ing with them is impossible and a
waste of time.

have produced such results as these.
We feel that definite organizational

changes are needed. We should have

Haven't we said some Of tliese things
to repeat tlie same arguments among

a redrafting of our constitution. We
should live by it. Our state organiza
tion should also operate by a set of

ourselves with no new members added

bylaws known

In the past decades? And now we want

to the

membership.

to our ranlcs in the past several years.
Let us examine our members today.
Most of them are aging "ISOSers" and
those who came in during the depres

leaders to hire staff members should

sion years and but a handful of the
younger generation who know very

conventions—and national—should be

little about the bonus march, unem

ployment and the free speech struggles
in this country. We are facing a party

There should be regular reports on the
activities of the elected leaders and
the finances. Powers of the elected

be spelled out and reported upon. State

state leadership, ^ould be defined—and

The Average American today under
stands somewhat the meaning of de

adhered to.

mocracy but he fears communism.

RESOLVED. To re-establish democratic Centralism and end the practice
of being a monolithic party.

WHEREAS. Democratic* centralism means that the policies and pro
gram adopted by the majority at each convention shall bind the activity of

all members and each is expected to help carry out the majority approved
program. It further means that minority views must not be driven out or
trampled upon. If we speak of a majority, then it follows that there are
minorities.

WHEREAS, A monolithic party does not tolerate minorities within it;
with the result that criticism and democracy are stifled — thus defeating

the liberating i-ole our party should play.

^

FURTHER, All that should be required of anyone to be accepted as" a
member of our party should be:
1. The aspiration for socialism, defined as the collective ownership of the
social means of production and distribution.
2. Opposition to all forms of racial and national superiority or oppression
in theory and practice.

3. Support the struggles'for civil liberties, civil rights and democratic in
stitutions in the U.S.; and the struggles for American contributions toward
world peace.
4. Agreement to take part In the life of his or her local party club and to
pay dues,
IT IS FURTHER PROPOSED: in order to build into the organizational

structure of our party some guarantee of criticism and self criticism and
dAiocratic centralism the following changes should be made.
Representation at National Conventions shall be restricted so that no
more than 50 percent of the total voting delegates may be membess of any

committee higher in the party than Division Committees; and further, that
no more than 75% may hold office higher than a club office.

It should further be guaranteed that allowance must be made on the staff
of the party press and for membership on the National Committee and Na
tional Board for representation of important minority trends or views. Ap
propriate organizational measures should be taken for implementing this.
EASTERN- SECTION
NORTHERN DIVISION

held at regular intervals. The channels
of relationship from the member,
through the club, section, county and

without heir.s!

Most of the American people, including

A resolution on
democratic centralism

ment that the centralism, in demo
cratic centralism has been emphasized
at the expense -of the democracy. There
has been an atmosphere which dis
couraged rank and file participation in
making decisions. The decisions :have

The Kruschev report is inadequate
as an explanation for the events that

transpired within the Soviet Union

Los Angeles

Dennis report does not tacide the
errors of the past in a way which
would probe through to the real ques

cooperation and competition which wUI
be constructive for the whole socialist'
anovement.

The central question facing the

lomania". The real sources of the evils

tions which need answering. The par
ticular errors he discusses are not the
heart of the matter and have been
frequently discussed before.

revealed by Kruschev are still to be
shown. What happened in the Soviet

In speaking of lack of democracy
in the Party. Dennis appears to be

vague phrases in favor of the "more

party and other socialist elements.

Union can be understood only in terms

lieve that this can be solved merely by

immediate" tasks. There are no tasks

This wall will not be torn down unless

of that country's historic development.

a pious wish on the part of leaders and

more immediate for .the left than this.

This approach is missing from the

members. But infact, we feel this will

In every great area of conflict — labor,
politics, foreign .relations, and the
fight against discrimination — the
greatest service which the left can

the youth, today detest the word "com
munism" in.spite of the fact that we
have a rich

socialist tradition and

heritage in this country.
For many years a great wall has
been

built between

the Communist

we find a minimum meeting ground.
It seems to me that the only way to

attract liberals, socialists and
"Communlsnf - fearing"

the

generation

would beVto form a new broad left-

wing Marxist-socialist party complete

ly free from Stalin-type influence and
relying mainly on the American so
cialist tradition.

XZT, Sonoma

for the past 20 or more years. Historic
events cannot be the product of "mega

comments of our own leadership on
the Kruschev report.
We feel that the Dennis report added

the average Party member. I try to
think through problems and I have

The Dennis report is to be praised

render the rest of the nation lies in

we could not. expect answers to all

for raising the question of the relation
ship of the Party to other socialist
gi'oupings. The membership has been

creating an effective, public voice and

the questions of today, we feel that re
port failed to'serve as a stimulus to
discussion. At stake todey is the very

existence of the Communist Party; the

zations and learn to work in and with
them. We must review our attitudes

and change an awful lot of habits.

presented my thinking and have fought

We have become vain and boastful

for it on any occasion ^here I thought

for we are "the vanguard of the

I was correct.

I have written this article mainly to
try to gel us rolling in looking at our
selves. We have not carried through or

even digested the program as set up in
the American Way. A rereading of this

program indicates an attempt to focus
our attention on broader horizons and
to try and correct our leftism.
But no program in and of itself can
do this. We must examine ourselves—

each individually. We must stop red

baiting our.selves out of existence. We
must learn to be human beingi with respect for others. We surely must
recognize now that we are not experts
in everything — that there are other
Organizations, even those under bour

geois leadership, where the member
ship is constantly striving to improve
their lives and the Uves of their famiUes. There are church groups who have
made much greater eontritutions to

peace than our individual clubs or sec
tions. There are national groups who

have fought just as diligently and
sometimes more effectively than we on

imroigration legislation. We must learn

to respect these individuals and organi

an(f the leadership, of the Party.

We no longer can afford to pass off
the question of socialism by a few

very little new to the discussion. While

More comment from the ranks
(ConiimiciJ from Page 1>

require deep changes in the organiza
tion, the habits and methods of work,

American left today is the building' of
an effective, public voice for socialism.

workers." Some of us aren't even good
workera on the job let alone helng a

political vanguard.
Our leader.ship with whatever errors

they have made have earned and doserve our respect and thanks tor taking

non-Party socialist publications.

Is there likely to be a growth in the
American Socialist movement? We be
lieve this is very likely. Relaxation
of the immediate menace of war makes

The comments in the Dennis report,
however, did not indicate the urgency

possible a broadening of horizons. It
allows people to stop long enough to

ahead of the leadership on this ques
tion as is indicated by the support for

of Initiative by the CommunistParty to
explore common ground with other
socialist groups.

We feel that there, should be held

think,"where are we going from here"?
At the same time, this relaxation con
fronts our country with a series of

economic, social and political problems •

an immediate emergency conference of

which quickly begin to appear insoluble

persons working'on our publications.
Our publications are outstanding for
•their low quality, poor style, lack of
readability, repetitiousness, dogmatism,
and impervious resistance to the trends
and thoughts of the people around us.
For the most part, people who do not
already agree with us, find our publi

within the framework of capitalism.

cations unreadable.

on a task that most of ua shirk. Too

Political affairs, as i.s well known,

frequently our club and section leaders
have been placed there because nobody

deserves the highest medal of honor

else would talce it. Now let's not beat
them over the head for taking on these

center for socialism.

on all these counts. We believe a theo

retical organ is needed — but not for

These questions will be aslted (and
answered) first among intellectuals,

and among the most active and
thoughtful members of rank and file
and secondary leadership of labor. And
if socialism can find an organized base

among these groups, then the time will
come when it will spread out to become

a shaping and determining factor in
the development of the entire country.
Tlie weakness and isolation of the
Communist Party today is due in our

opinion in large part to our. virtual

of our leaders have been Imprisoned

Political Affairs. Political Affairs
should be abolished, and a new organ,
under new editorship, should be set

and many have been away. These

up. Its purpose should be — not to hand

All the errors to which Dennis de

people have also faced extreme hard-

down the line of the New York leader

ships. Let us not negate their problems
while we point our their errors. I have

ship as has been the case with Politi

votes so much attention in his report
could have been committed a hundred
times over without seriously weaken

jobs. Let us also remember that many

cal Affairs — but to investigate and

. abandonment of the question of so
cialism.

tasted some new leadership in this re

discuss theoretical problems of Marx

ing the Party — if only we had had the

cent past, and new leadership. !)owever
willing, because it is insecure and even
less adequately trained has frequenUy

ism, in a lively, teadable, scholarly and
intelligent manner. Its aim should be to

witli an enthusiasm and a sense of

communicate Ideas, not to murder

direction.

been a lot more bureaucratic than old

them.

leadership.

The future role of the Daily Worker,

Let us all work together — sharing

and recognizing
responsibfiity to
weakness and to
each other into

that each of us has
correct our many
develop ourselves and
better people and

Marxi^s.

—rank-and-filer, S.F.

/the Peoples World. Masses • and Main-

1 stream, should he discussed, and pro

posals brought back to the readership
of these publications.

Following this, a series of conferences
.should be undcrtalron with other so

cialist publications to agree on ways of

ability to inspire young Americans
We have failed to develop a long

range program. We have lost our iden
tity as a party of socialism. The future
existence of the Communist Party, we

believe, hangs upon our ability to re
establish this identity. Socialism should
be at the head of our agenda — not the
rear.

Marln Group

Party Forum S

ABCs of trade union work:

.:flO

Defend labor—and the organizations of labor
The outstanding- fact confronting our

fell prey to red baiting. However, thi.s

paj-ty today is its isolation from tha
main currents of the democratic forces

is far from being the main reason for

things that particularly cpncemed the
workers, such as wages, hours, and
working conditions.
Our approach to the question of

monopolies in the political and eco
nomic flelcls. Of course, this means that

and particulariy the labor movement.

our defeats. We utilized our pusition.s
of leadership to raise political and

Oiir party his been under severe attack

left issues fchat were far and a,way

Negro representation in the,leadership

others opinions are given the sarne
weight as our and that we don't estab
lish as conditions for unity our pro

beyond the understanding of the mem

of the unions —particularly tlyise with

gram in a "take it or leave it" basin.

and to make it difficult for us lo func

bership. Often times that whjch, w^s
characterized as right opportunism on

large Negro memberships was handled

tion as part of the mass movement It
is only necessary to mention the Smith
Act, the Taft Hartley Act, the .screen

the. pai't of some left trade union
leaders was a natural reluctance on

This too often has been the practice in
the past.
Oiu' major approach must be, that

from the class enerc^. Many laws have
been uaed_to put our leadership in jail

very mechanically.

'»

We.-^have raised this question pro-

gfa'matlcaily with workers we were in

we, as others, arc working for the 'be.-st

contacL wiLii, They were not able to
understand the theory behind our ap
proach because they faced the practical

iiiLereal.s of the members. We take our >

class as they are and not as we'd like
them to be. Our analyses must take
into account the level of development •

ing of seamen, the use of congressional

their part to raise questions which they
knew, on the basis of their daily con

committees to illegallze our people in

tact. were not yet acceptable to their

industry and in the unions.

members.

pro'elems of electing leadership on tlie

Our tactics in the right led unions
have been charactorizcd by the practice

basis of available candidates. Our po

of the inaasmovement and not be based

'

Under the guise of fighting our party
as "an agent of a foreigji power," the
blow was also being directed against"
the labor movement and the very ex
istence of democracy in our country.
Our policies in the labor movement
should have been directed at all costs

We have done so much to transform

sition on NegTO leadership Irecomes
much strengthened when, instead of
using abstract theory, we help to bring
forward and present the candidates
who can put the theory into life.
Our fundamental approach within

toward maintaining'and exlenjiirg our
ties against reaction. In other words,

the union floors into forums for op
posing factions, rather than agencies

good of our class and labor organiza

on wishful thinking. Thus we can win ,
the respect of the memiiership and help
Influence their thinking and activity to
higher political levels. Thus we can
help establish the conditions for de
veloping a broad coalition.
A major factor in guaranteeing a .
correct approach In the trade union

we had to-use the tactic of rolling wltli

for the discussion of the best means

tions. This is ABC and must become

field must be the constant attention .

the punches in order to preserve our
strength for the next round. The result
of our policies was separation from our

of achieving the economic and political

of the leading forces of the party.
Tliere must be the constant recognition

ifiayed a very minor role in the roll
back of McCarthyism.
We have to critically reaxamine our

give the impression that our main
desire is to achieve power in order to
run £he union for our own "devious"
political interests. We have not taken

self evident if we are going to regain
and expand our influence in organized
labor. Only when the members are con
vinced that we are not following
narrow partisan interests will we gain
their respect and willingness to col

into account that these

laborate.

role in

movement. In the

leaders. particulai-Iy the lower levels

thirities, in the period of the upsurge of

of leadership, reflect the thinking of
workers, who in their overwhelming

natural base with the outcome, that we

the labor

the labor movement and the formation

of the CIO, we played an extremely
important role in the organization Of
the unorganized. Our prestige and the
prestige of our people was high. We

rightfully wo/i the key positions of
leadership due to the recognition by
the workers of the self sacrifictng role-

played by our menibership in organiza
tion and struggles against employers.
What happened in the intervening
years that dissipated this good will and
forced us from position after position ?
It is true that

many new young

workers came into industry who hadn't
participated in the early struggles and
weren't aware of the role jilayed by
our people and therefore more easily

of directing the main blow against the
olliciakiom. We have called them social
democrats, labor lieutenants of the

capitalist class, and just plain phonies.

needs of the members. We too often

trade

union

the trade union movement must be the

that their main enemy is the capitalist

extent reflect the level of development

the rank and file party unionist. In

and thinking of their membership.
This, in spite of all the corrupting in
fluences of pie, because only as long

this way can we guarantee that per

spectives will be based on reality. It

as they at least, partially refiecl their

portions of our leadership on all levels
trade union experience so that they can

the realities of the situation. The mem

members' needs, desires and aspira
tions can they hold on to office. This
means that our approach to thefin is the

bership look askance at these "ad

approach of friends. Any differences v/e

based on practical experience.

vanced

have are raised in a friendly fashion
and from the point of view that we are

past practices of left sectarianism will

ciety is the fundamental solution to tlie
problems of our-nation and class.
Too often our people have gone into
the locals raising political slogans and
political approaches unconnected with

elements"

and

wonder

what

kind of an angle wo have. Usually this
preoccupation with political ideas that
have not yet been accepted by the peo
ple (such as the Third Party, Labor
Conference for Peace, etc.), was ac

companied by a disregard of those

can really be carried out and not just

party.

to the club level. We mention the club
level since it seem's from many reports
that there are also a great many

mind

is, is this sort of manner of

sonnel must be expected and achieved.
That ail this be done on as democratic

spreading "information" apd of worlc-

a basis as possible.

ing necessary.

• That all this be brought for full

'

Is it necessary for Max- Weiss (or
the central committee) to say on Civil,
Liberties literally: "This is the new po
sition?"

Is it necessary for John Gates to

that he could admit that at least it

people's free
choice...
The present day democratic move
ment of the Negro people in the South

for Integration and political equality

who are accustomed to work in the

cannot be the determining factor of
decision in the denial of nationhood.

"authoritative" manner.

-

• That our press and literature re
flect this change of approach. That it

give us more of the diversity of .sincere
opinion from the left and its friends in
its columns, instead of allowing itself
to become relatively isolated through

discussion to the membership for i-eferendum and adoption, and Ihqt subse

its suposed "infallibility" or "correct

quently necessary educational materi

ness."'

—-W.H. and R.G., L.A.

als be disU'ibuted so that such changes

The struggle for concessions from Wall
St. and present day slogans represent
but the index of the maturity of the

fight foi flberation and nationhood.
In the final analysis, other than the

developing requisites the determining
factor of decision can only be the
right .and power of self determination,
for without tliis, Uie Negi'o people can

never decide their destiny. No amount
of concessions from monopoly capi
talism

Will oiir opinions be heard?

might be true that the use of the word

In the current discussions v/hich are

"demand" should not have been used by
him in referring to the necessity of in-

taking place throughout the parly,
we are told that there are great dif
ferences among the national leader

teniational criUcism — which we feel

G. K.-LS.F.

leadership problems there from people,

"completely" exonerate himself and his
total position in his editorial in ques
tion? Is lljore periiaps roo/n lur some
humility, especially at this time, so

to its historic responsibility of leading

The Negro

changes from the top leadership level

where neces^ry the' changes of per

To the extent that we break with

our people to Socialism.

tural definition of how we work as a

spealc lopder than words, but at certain
point "words" are also,forms of action.
What we are against is the tone of
"authority" with which things are pre
sented. The question that comes to

really give guidance and leadership

mon ground can be found for directing
the strength of the unions against the

leadership will require a clear struc

in evidence. It is often said that actions

consist of working class elements with

we become a parl.y with roots in the

far the real evidence of the

• That it be agreed that these new.
ways of working will find certain indivlduais at fault or inadequate in regard
to the exercising of the correct demo
cratic manners of working an<i that

would also be well that Considerable

labor movement that can measure up

have been' an "exciting debate." In
other words that a completely sincere
and full effort be made to secure these

wlU to

change of experiences and ideas be
tween the leadership of the party and

of combating a common enemy. In this
way. without losing our identity, com

ment of the real and new concepts of .

change on the part of our leaders, na
tionally as well as locally, has not got
ten to the roots, or at least is not yet

This fact necessitates a constant inter

jointly trying to find the best moans

our work, but it seems that at least so

and disciLssion

velopment of the peoples' movement.

system itself and that a socialist so

To guarantee the complete reversal of
wrong procedure, and the encourage

much talk

the working class can we think in
•terms of influencing the trend and de

niajority, are as yet unable to realize

about changing thi.s. changing that in

is

and Socialist America, and only as
we achieve tractioh ami influence in

We must accept as a fact that the
bulk of the leadership of the trade
unions, particularly the secondary
leadership, are sincere and to a great

'... but words- are actions, too'
There

• that labor Is the key to a 'democratic

discussions? Before we were even off to

a beginning, the National Negro Com
mission held its meeting but the con
ference was not held, even the dis
cussions were not collated.

On the -other hand, paternalism,
which in this case is the denial of,
self determination, is harmful and con--

fusing. Let us suppose that on the
morrow, the American- working class
in alliance with other oppressed sec

tions, declare for a Socialist democ

mast of our party agree to?
On another score, we realize there
have been discussions of the central
committee on important issues, and
that it has-been customary for the

each group is saying.
We are told that the proposed na
tional convention is going to reflect

, Taire another example, the discus
sions around the draft program. We

stand those democratic struggles of the

here too were asked to discus.s fully

Negi-o popple hi the South constitute

the current ciTsciissions. As a member

and openly our feelings about the pro

membership only to receive the "final
product" without the details of dls-

of the party and one pf leadership on

a decision for integration with the

gram of the party. But bcL'ore we

a local level. I honestly csnnot see

could even hoKi meetings to really dis

and am not convinced that these dis
cussions are going to be heard or in

dictatci'ship ,of the proletariat? Or
should we ac&ero to the principle of

cuss the proposed program, the Na

self deterniinatiori ? Will they desire

tional Commil'i,ee is.sues thousands of

the following conciusioiis which should

corporated in the final di.scussloiis. Why

federation-capitalist or socialist so

be seriously considered:

copies of the final program. The
changes were so slight a.s not to be

formation of .state power, the Irrecon- •

noticeable.

cise their wUl-powsr to chajige in their

does a leading comrade make such a
statement? I "base this feeling on past
experience.

cilabiliiy of the class struggle must

way of leading. We believe it Is in the

Daring the so-called democratic dis-

cu.<%ion:

We believe this discussion leads to

• That Individual leaders must exer

ship. We are not told specifically what

tradition of Leninism for them to be

cus.sions which were started by the

come more the "questioners" than tha
"givers" out of the line.
• that It will certainly not be enough

Mann- Hastings articles, we were told
that everyone niusl contribute to the

to ask only for the above.,but that it
will be necessary to change the party

etiiicture, so that it facilitates on all
levels this change of

Individuals

through tli? manner in whlclf'they are
expecl-cd i • carry out their tisks. Indlvidoai .sefi-criticism will only help'
inuiv-iclual cases and only temporarily.

6 Parfy Foriim ,

Wlien the p.<rty makes its proposal
for a national convention, it must pro

racy. What would be the attitude of .
our party? Will we say that we under- '

ciety? Can't we sec that the actual

precede decision and It cannot be otlier- .
wise?

Further the law of uneven develop-'

vide for tlie holding of elections of
delegates to county, statg and national

ment presupposes that each nation will

conventions, Including those of the.

arrive at socialism (and capitalism)

the subject of the Negro people as a i comrades who have never been to such
nation were desired. We were not / conventions, it seems to the writer that -

and state form with no interference

discussions, that all our thought ort

given both sides or all sides of the
|the

same leadership is going to find

through tlieir own independent path
from without. To hinder such a path

would not constitute Marxist socialist
arguments, just a critique, which in / it difficult to change by use of "blue
pencil" its lef^'-sectavians ^vho have conduct. The theory that the decision
the 'writer's bumble opi.nion Is one
Integration has already been made
sided,because the quotas 'are' du^ 'o^, 'mdile' (.lie "Same •mistRltes_'oveTi''arld - for
shdiild bp rejectdci.,
over dgBln.'""'
''''
context.
' ,
•.

What happened to these democratic

^' ' '

-l-G. D.,'Lo8 Ange'les

—H. S., No. Hollywood

Socialism?
Others are

A plea for fullest expression
of opinion—THEN united policy

searching too'
For the vast majority of members in
o«T party, the prcposaJ that some con

sideration be given to the possibility
and desirability of forming a broad
mass party dcdkated to achieving so-

July 5, 19,56.
major characteristics

suppressed their opposition them,selves

periencing,, by literally pracOeing an

feeling that thsy miist be wrong if the

contributing to the policy .strength

alyzing, evaluating and .judging not

majority disagrees; or they concluded

it Would be destructive and 'dis-unify-

only in the daily practical work but on

One of Ihe

meaning. Because of the total Jack of

and effecfivenes.s of the Party's Work
is the ''unily" or "united will"
the
agreed-upoh and accepted poHcy. pro- ,

information regarding the status, pur

g.ani and line, arrived at after full and

oiaJism in the USA has very little

ing foffurther expound such differences

WhateVer the reason — except In
the case'of "enemy ideology" "(which

the Ihcoretical level a.s well — and in

dividuals can phly do this if given the
opportunity. 'Vt'hen deep thinking and
discu.sslcn on policy goc.s on at the

pose. sincerity (or Jack of it) of the

deep 'liscussions on the part' of all

nonrcominunist groups "favoring .sociaism" it is impos-sible to formulate
any opinions based on actual knowP-

members and units.'

VVcitild it not be more democratic if

belief the Party will he stronger it we

all members and units were completely

learn to cope with ancL-give adequate

edge.

informed of varying opinions and judg

higher levels and comes down in the
form of final resolutio'n, on decisions,
and a program of action — there is
little left for the smaller units and in

attention to dissension on all levels —

ments, opposing or conflicting theories
which may have arisen during Uie proc
ess of formulating the final program
and policy? Minority expressions often
take on importance and even validity
with the paasage of time and with the
changing situation. Entire organiza

dividuals but to agree and accept.

informing the rnombership of points

We must find-ways to stimulate in
dividuals and clubs to contribute more

We have just emerged from a period
in which we held fa.st to a belief that

Firyone really desiring socialism would

e^'entualiy find himself faced with the
necessity of joining the C.P. as the only
practical vehicle for achieving sociaiisra. We contended that the logic of
•cventa the compulsions of the de
veloping class struggle and the vangTiai'd role of our party would finally
convince everyone of the necessity of
submerging their differences and reser

vations reganllng the party and join
with it. under its discipline, in a com
mon struggle.

If

one of

the

results

of our own

re-evaiuation, started by our inability
to any longer shut our eyes to patent

shortcomings in our work, and sharp
ened by the current Soviet re-evalua-

'

decision shopld never be solely in the
hand of a few individuals) it is my

of vieW so we can all go through the

tions may and often do err. Therefore—

reasoning and thus gain a fuller under
standing of the science of Marxism
and its application. Such an approach
would lead to greater maturity in the
Party and would help to combat dog
matism, confonnism and blind accept

differences should be noted in the pre

ance.

sentation of final resolutions so that

future evaluation pan take place.
This need not negate the need for
"hammering out a united policy" by
argumentation, debate and intelligent
discussion followed by whole-hearted
support of the conclusion reached by
the majority. Experience has proven
that, even though a united program is
finally put forth, differences have often
been stifled; or individual.s have not

been allowed the opportunity to ex
press them fully; or they may have

fully to the general thinking ^d con
clusions of the entire org.snization. One
possible method which has proven ef
fective in the field of education and

other fields as well la the setting of ex
amples — and consequently the setting
of criteria

^

and standards —

which

Another problem: On the whole, for
the past decade, individuals have fallen
into the easy habit of accepting deci
sion without much question and there
fore without fully understanding.
Whatever the rea.sons for such habits,

should be the responsibility of the

it would, seem essential that at the
club level individuals learn -how to

Then evaluation and judgments can

elected leadership as well as the re

sponsibility of the membership to reque.st. Another method is the formula
tion of immediate objectives—the set
ting of tasks to be accomplished.

take place on the basis of what we .set
analyze, evaluate, and make judgments
out to achieve—was it practical? Was
based on experience and objective' • it correct? If not, why not? What can
facts 1ji the politicaJ, economic, social
we learn from this experience ? How
fields, etc.

apHv to future actions, etc.?

This can come about by doing, ex

—Wilshire Club, 24th CD, Los Angeles.

Uon. was to force us to realize that

we weren't the only "peas in the pod",
another result was that We had no

Knowledge of, let alone relationship
with, or respect for others who favor
socialism.

Aj'c all non-Communists either "so

cial-democratic appologists for capi
talism" who seek to divert the class

struggle through
"Trotskyile

minor reforms or

traitors"

determined

to

knife the struggle for socialism in
every way in order to better serve
f^ei' capitalist masters?

Are there

groupings sincerely dasiring socialism
but hone.stly differing with us on ques
tions of theory, method, or tactics?
Is there any .sizable demand in this
country for a brand of socialism which
differs from existing practices? Has
the change in the relative status of the

That 'coming economic crisis'
On the basis of the Denni.s report
concerning our mistaken estimates of

equally true that under olffers this
same procedure can and does provide

the economic situation, 1945-1955. the

for a maximum of discussion.

The quantity and quality of demo

que.stion ai;ises as to what happened.

As Marxists, we recognize that a cri

cratic centralism

does not reside

i|i

sis of relative over-production can lake
place at any point, given the proper

the pa.ssing. of superfluous rules. It
lies in the knowledge, in the personal

objective/factor.s. some of which did,

maturity, and in the continuous Marx
ist training of each comrade. The more

and still, exist. We also know that

counteracting causes can retard

or

prevent.a crisis.
"When we then consider the actual

situation, there were a couple of al
ternatives. One: the data was adequate

developed is each comrade, the greater
wiU be the maturity of his individual,
and collective, decisions.
•

We haven't even given proper con
sideration -to the problems of othe
minority- groups. Until we learn to
work well on the levels we do under

stand, we "will not easily leam to cor
rect our errors.
•

Conclusions? in the fore.sceable fu
ture I sec no alternatives to maintain

ing our Identity as a Communist Party;
to find new ways of developing mass
work to where we arc the leading ele
ment in a mass coalition whose trenQ

As the 20th Congress report has in
dicated, bureaucracy can reach the

is toward socialism. Further, I'm con

socialist world and the capitalist world

and a crisis was imminent. Two: al

given birth to new conditions which

though the data pointed to a critical
» situation, a highly possible crisis

jjoint where no divergent opinion is

vinced we should maintain the closest
of ties in terms of international soli

permitted and no appeal is possible.

darity.

could be prevented. That is, th.ere were

Under such conditions there is only

counteracting factors such as' the maneuvfirabillty of capital; plus the ef
forts of progressive groups to give
theoretical guidance and a practical
push.

one solution; to have the discipline of

I would suggest we include in the
constitution something of the follow

a Foster.

ing:

make

at least some

of

tlie

historic

polemics between communist and noncommunist proponents of socialism
Bcademlc and divorced from the reality
of the tasks now facing those who
desire socialism in the USA?
•

•

rades, the highway of the class strug
gle is littered with victims; past, pres

"" Given, these' alternatives, I submit it

ent and future. Some will be rehabili

_
Which trends are genuine? which
groups can be con.sidered honest and
therefore

within

that

grouping

we

would like to work with in developing
history? Presumably it might be pos
sible to find a few "experts" whom we
could assign the job of trying to give
us an objective report in answer to
these questions. Such an approach
might have certain virtues but it would
surfer from the shortcomings of being

possibly one-sided without the mem
bership being capable of judging Its
validity, and would also fail to take
into account the possibility for chang
ing relationships at different levels
based on developing experiences.
It seems to me that one of the preeonditions or a more correct approach
toward other left force.s would be tlie

,

Some will ask, but what about the
victims of bureaucracy? Well, com

was quite possible that no one could
have foreseen wha.t qualitative changes
could take place at any given point in

tated; a re-evahiation has returned an

the future. Yes, some mistakes were

the countries of socialism. We are re-

made. Yet, can it be said that bour

evaluating our relationships with indi

geois economists, without the restric

viduals who have drifted away.

Anna Louise Strong to the progressive
movement. It has brought amnesty in

However, suppose these victims Sre

tions of democratic centralism, were

any less lopsided in their estimates.

not among, the living? What then?

Now, the question of centralism in
democracy. The hue and cry has been,

We have no choice but to remember
that these victims are minute in num

"Add to," "Subtract from," "Revise,"

ber when compared to the generations

or "Abandon completeijR" What are

of

the facts? The term "centralism" we

thrown into this same highway by

victims

which

are

capitalism. Socialism, on

must be solved within a given time
limit. Two, a minority cannot be per
mitted to delay or prevent a decision.
Three, the decision of the higher body

hand, has and will save increasing •
millions of people regardless of leader
ship errors.
We must not forget that surplus-

is binding, even though each higher
body completely reverses the decision

groups. If a speaker for the National

of the immediate lower body. If an ap

Guardian addresses a meeting it would
be he:pful to- Icnow what was .said. If
Soelali.sts decide to defend the rights of

value is the life blood of capitalism.

Committee

can

then

« liticat body.

4. The work of every comrade be
evaluated each year.
A.' B. SEE, S.P.

PA writers
should learn
American

continued extraction of surplus value

Political Affairs and cut out rhetoric

by the pay differential, the lynch mob,

and redundancies in no way changing

and, wholesale murder by war.

the meaning. The final copy was one-

has

we might well recall that after the
"sound and fury" of Teheran had died

than ever before is being exerted on
the working class. What caused it to

away, few tried even to hint that the

shrink? It was the theory and practice

exhibitionism of a Darcy was equal to

of the Communist Party as set forth by
Lenin. A theory and practice which has

the behavior of a Foster.

-•

Because the world of the bourgeoisie
badly shrunk, greater

pressure

of our column writers that could go

•

defied^ every attempt of the enemy.

with it would do much to set up the

This authority ol the higher bodies
and the need for discipline is precisely

Today, socialism is a world .system.

1 ODCC- heard a story about a news

third the length of the original. If Uiat
story ain't true, it ought to be.

Assuming a person ha.s the back
ground of a college education and years

of reading MaiTcist literature so that
the language is fairly understandable,
there is still about eight hours work in
an issue of Political Affairs. 1 doii't
have the time or the energy—not for
the value received. Either P.A. should

Why were these mistakes made? We

hire an expert, ruthless dopy-reader

have not yet achieved full political
what gives our party its strength. This
maturity, We still do not correctly use
procedure was developed out of the
sheer necessity to build an organization I our knowledge in fighting the boas. We

or all contributors should be given a

test on- "How to "Write the American

arid discussion that we need as concise

D.D.

strong enough to provide for unified / still lack much practical know-how
In building unity around ba.sic problems
and decisive action, and flexible enough
in mass organization. We haven't yet
to guarantee a minimum of error. Now,

"Wastern Division

it's tioie that some conditions may re-

eondiUons necessary for clarifying re
lationships and helping pur party
members arrive at a position where a
. decision can be made on experience
ratber than idealistic desire or histori

cally frozen cliches.
:

National

evaluate the past year's work.)
3.-That all recommendafions of the
review a/o control commissions be ap
proved by an equally responsible po-

vention, its decision is final, however

called factionalism. And in this respect,

Such reporting, and the comments

(The

right or wrong it may be. From this

ism i.s the bloody overthrow of the

from articles or speeches.

evalu

paper copy-]-ea(icr who went through'

ance, or retard application, is properly

-where possible with actual quotations

annual

peal should reach the National Con

if anything? Do the Trotskyitas still

see this factually reported in our pres.s,

Committee

ations of the program, based on county
and c]ub experiences in carrying it out.

Its extraction from the working class
is the condition on which capitalism
bases its existence. It guarantees its

insist that the only road to true social
Soviet Union? If so, we are entitled to

2. That State bodies submit to the
National

the other

decision there is no appeal except the
evaluation of history. To resist accept

Communists, what else does this mean,

tional body be brought to the member

ship.

deliberately

give to the following: One, a'problem

publication in our pre.ss of items report
ing the positions taken bj' these other

1. During the pre-convention period,
all minority opinions within the na

Los Angeles

'qulre semi-military discipline. But It's

learned how to build Negro-White
unity, or unity with- othet rolnorities.

Language Simply and Clearly." Xnd,
please, no filler articles. Information
as possible. We are mostly weary, busy
people.
... —Tib; Alameda

Party Forum

7,

Proposals on
party democracy
—and leadership
While much of the criticism concern

I think we should be clear on one

to assist clubs in the present discussion

cratic tradition and constitution never- '

tarian dope is trying to turn the party

theless went thru a long period of
reactionary bureaucracy. The I. W. W.
constitution was ultra-democratic; but
Big Biil.Ha5rwood could still be pretty
authoritarian, according to Foster and
Gurley Flynn. The only guarantee of
democracy is a courageous, respon
sible membership.
That doesn't mean that some changes
in practice and orgranizational struc
ture wouldn't be useful. Based'on my
knowledge of practice in this area I
would suggest the following:
1. Club meetings should be a must
for leadership at all levels and a siz
able portion of the membership should
be assigned to industrial clubs.
2. Higher bodies should not make
leadership recommendations to lower

into another S.L.P." To "pure" abstract
propaganda for "pure" abstract so

asked. With

the

best

judgement and intentions in the world

this tends to reduce the role of clubs,
especially, to rubber stamps.
3. In the interests' of training cadre
and developing people, I think it would
be wise to limit time in office. I suggest
some set-up where continuing people
in office beyond a certain length of
time would have to be justified to
higher bodies or conventions. This may
not be practical for fulltime jobs but I
thinjc we should take a long look at it.
4. Of course, elections should be held-

at all levels with scrupulous' regulaxity.
5. The leadership should be less de
fensive. I have been "lit on" but good a
couple of times for disagreeing with
policy or sharp criticism of practice.
Other people have mostly been quiet up

organization
proposals

The following resolution was initi

quently met the attitude: "This sec

unless

period: it's
ated by a special committee set up

thing: democracy cannot be guaranteed
by rules or gimmicks. The Western
Federation of Miners, with a very demo

bodies

Interim

too short

late a person or organization from the
masses even though they don't agree.
There's a question of technique.

ing paa'ty democracy may be in order

Discussion

When I've raised .the question of
propaganda for socialism, I've fre

cialism is sectarian. We take an ab

stract position for socialism sometime
in the future and do nothing to advance
socialism as such systematically on a
day to day basis — does this "cement
our ties with the masses"?

Just'what effect would a party leaf
let explaining socialism have onworkers
in a plant? Or a leaflet relating some
problem in that plant to the desir
ability of socialism? Has anyone tried
it recently enough to have any infor
mation ? How systematically do we or
ganize classes and discussion groups
where workers will learn about social
ism ?

Maybe all these ideas are worthless.

I certainly don't think there are any
pat answers to this problem. But we
don't treat it as an important problem.
I suggest it is important for the follow
ing reason:

1. Without a socialist perspective
the working class will inevitably follow
reformist class-collaborationist leader

ship. Workers mostly don't want to
be "heroes of struggle" they want a
decent peaceful life. Talking about a

period and was adopted by the County
Committee of Santa Clara County.
One of the problems which faces us
immediately when trying to make inner
party democracy • really work by full
discussion and participation on the club
level is the haste with which all deci

sions apparently must be made and
policy set.
The resultant lack of time for dis
cussion on the basic club level makes it

impossible for i-ank and file members
to participate in any real sense in the
making of decisions.
There has never been a more impor
tant discussion period than this one.
We are determined that the rank and

file membership of the party be en
couraged in every way to contribute to

the making of poiicy at this time. We
don't want, of course, to drop all ac
tivity for the next few weeks, and even
if we did so, the time allotted for a

discussion of this importance would be
insufficient.

It has always been our experience
that once draft resolutions kre actually
drawn up, changes have been minimal
and discussion lias been stifled.
' We therefore urge that the discussion
period be extended considerably be

yond its present early August Ihnit,
perhaps through October.-If this necessitate.s a few months' postponement
of the National Committee meeting
where the 'draft resolutions are to be
drawn up. and therefore of t^e Na
tional Convention, then we strongly

I should lilte to propo.sc an interim
reorganization of our setup in the fol
lowing manner. That ail positions, as
we have known them in the past, be
abolished. Jn its place an executive
committee to fulfill the functions of all

the former club chairmen, educational

directors, organizing secretaries, I
think that this form, temporarily,
would serve to maintain some organi
zational background but be flexible
and loose enough for us to begin to lay
a better organizational foundation.
Functions at a higher level would be
attended by someone from the club

executives. This would begin develop
ment of people to be fitted in by expe
riences on a club and coinmunity level.

I would propose that the section be
reorganized to consist of a three-man
or woman executive and that all representative.s to the section represent actlye pha.ses of the community mass
organizations. These latter would be
consultants.

I would propose the abolition of all
divisions as cumbersome, duplicating
and unnecessary. There should be more
direct contact between the county,and
coinmunities.

I propose that this be started imme
diately and that steps be taken for
elections as soon as possible. We do
not need to wait for final national una

nimity but can experiment as we go
along. The first step to be taken would

be a discussion of this by many people
in the following manner:
.• An all-day conference for general
discussion of this plus other questions
raised by national reports.
• Follow up with a conference on or

"class struggle perspective" is no good;
workers want an end to class struggle.

believe this should be done.

Either we show them how thru so

but it neglects one aspect. Socialism
has. its own moral grandeur and desii"ability. While these qualities alone wilt

• Election of section executives and

not win a majority to socialism, we

• Selection of section consultants by

cialism or they will buy a bill of goods
from the class collaborationists.

2. Without a socialist perspective in

our daily work there is a great 1:,einp-

to now (maybe because they don't
want to get lit on?) Now I hear criti
cism so sharp and extreme that I feei

tation to degenerate into that placeseeking opportunism that character
ized so much of the "Browder period."
3. It has been said that we gain the
confidence of the masses by leading

conservative. If the leadership had en

them

on immediate issues and then

couraged people to .state their disagree

they will listen when we talk about

ments a little more over the years
the present criticism might be more

socialism. (If we don't forget to talk
under the press of more "immediate

balanced and constructive.

issues.") There's a lot of truth in this

should still make use of them.

ganization.

club executives as soon as possible.
discussions and election.

I have been told that press stories
on socialist..countries- were adequate
propaganda for socialism. I- suggest
that these stories merely emphasize
the "foreigness", even the "subversiveness" of socialism to people not already
sympathetic. Propaganda should have
other purposes besides reconvincing

• Clubs to meet every other week

the convinced.

ter ways,
—M,J. G., Western Div., Los Angeles.

„
T. V.—Alameda

where possible.
I -do not think

this is any final

answer and I am sure there are many
weakne&ses. But I think .we must begin
to shake loose, not be hesitant about

taking news steps, and let experience

teg.ch us if there are easier and/or bet

6. I know of several instances where

letters" (reflecting collective discussion)
were sent

to

Political

Affairs

criti

cising material published. They were

How to win friends, influence people

neith^ published nor answered. I also
know of questions concerning policy
submitted to leadership which were ig
nored. I don't think we should do this
anymore.

I'm against scrapping democratic
centralism if this means scrapping a
unified disciplined, acting party. But.
certainly we need to get rid of the
idea that anyone who questions policy
is a little queer or maybe a political

saboteur. This whole question of dis-^
cussion and of getting opinions to the
leadership needs a second look.
It may be convenient to blame all
our losses and mistakes on the leader

ship, but I doubt that it is either
accurate or productive. We all need
to examine our methods of worjc ftnd
primarily of working with people. How
many times in the not too distant past
have we "won" resolutions on the floor

of a union meeting and consequently
lost the whole organization in lh,e

shops? How often have we fought for
a leadership monopoly for ourselves
and our trusted sympathizers ? How
often have we worked like hell to build

"broad mass organization" and then
treated the organizations as our own
private property demanding agreement
with every cliche and comma in party

For almost three years our party
has emphasized the need to integrate
ourselves in the mass organizations of
the American people. Why, after this
period, is our failure so glaring?
Why have so many of our effective

mass workers suffered extreme isola
tion or otherwise separated them
selves from' the party? Is there some
thing in the structure of our party that
makes this inevitable and places a
brake on our future growth? I believe
the answer is. "YES",

As a voluntary organization of hu
man

beings

operating

with limited

funds we have an efficient apparatus.
For this, we can thank those members

who have five or more inner party
meetings each week, and who devote
countless hours to financial and sub-

drive.s, securing signatures on left pe
titions, working in left centers etc.
On the vital production end of the
broad arena of American life with its

unions, minority organizations, politi
cal organizations, churches, etc., we
have those few of our members who

are effectively engaged in mass work.
These mass workers are the ones who

and file party members did these
things. We don't do this so much any
more; we don't have much opportunity.
I hope we've learned a lesson that in
the future we'll listen to people in
stead of lecturing them, that we'll try

most truly play a vanguai'd role in the
great American scene.
Our party leaders are highly intelli
gent people. Armed with a theory
which proved itself in the life of a
monarchial, semi-feudal, argrarlan
country forty years ago, they confi
dently is.siie cUrective.s, Many of these

to get agreement instead of acquiesence; and that we won't assume

stream of American life, others have/

policy? Not the leadership but rank

that people who disagree With us, even

on iasic issues, are hopeless bu.t we

will try to work with ttiem.
Sometimes I think we've forgotten
that left and sectarian are two words.

A position can be sectarian regardless
of its political content simply by the

leaders have never been in the main

long been divorced from living reality/

are occupied with
tivities in

and

meetings and ac

connected

with

their

mass work. In addition, they find they
must be human to be effective so they
must .devote time to social activities

for.a while the spinning of grandiose ;
plans; devise a rock bottom minimum
party program; save the press, secure
the financial structure of the party,

directives from above and endless as

and defend the Smith Act Victims —

signments. Should the directives from
how are they to reach the leaders with

period.
Release all possible inner party
workers from their endless parade o£

the facts of life?

meetings, nQteTkeepin_g and reporting.

above seem out of tuns with reality,

Seldom dols the majcrity jn a club

ica. Find a place where you can really

most comfortable in the narrow exist

at and eventually learn to love your

ence of inner party life. How does the
ma.ss worker get his ideas across to
this majority? Even if this hurdle is

new associates. Don't go out to do

overcome, how can the mass worker
count on the club chairman to carry

and fight vigorou.sly for a poiicy which
is foreign to his experience? And
finally, how can the best club chairman
put .this idea acros.s in the next higher
body devoted not to hearing from be-:
low but with transmitting directives
and assignments from ahove ?

On the other hand, advocating a posi
tion that's quite e.xtreme need not i.so-

bodies for two rea.sons: First, their
free hours out.side of work and family

seidom

reach

the

leading

out into the world and discover Amer

party work, to use people or their or
ganizations to achieve certain

pre

determined ends, Interest yourself in

people's problems. Help them achieveany ends they really desire so long
as such ends are not for monopoly,
bigotry or war."
Meanwhile, cherish tho.se remaining
effective mass workers. Seek them out.

Bring them Into higher policy making
bodies without burdening them with

seldom

inner party assignmetiLs. Don't piocL

sits on higher bodies. It is just physi
cally impossible to be effective in mass

to a meeting of a higher level, he is
called to be given diiectivea and as
signments, Should his experience cause

them into action. They're already up to
their ears in action rising out of the
needs of the people with whom they
work. Stop USING them; start helping
them do a more effective job.
True, this suggestion ignores the
great value of centralism but we can
afford to forget it for a while. When it
is re-established it wiU re-appear with

him to challenge "line", he has little

the prefix "Democratic".

The

mass

worlcer

himself

work and also carry the burden of
club

chairmdn

which

entitles one to

sit at the next JeVeJ.

Even when a mass worker is called

Rather, he qomes away knowing ho

The ideas of broad, effective mass

Give them one simple directive; "Go

consist .of integrated mass workers.
Usually, the majority consi.sts of those

purity of theory are the hjost vital
necessities of the movement, Nelthei"

workers

—

WTiat is to be done? Leaders, forget 1

To "such comraoes, the club meeting
itself becomes a chore — not a place to
receive guidance, but a place to re-eive

chance to make his challenge effective.

^nguage it's expc^cd in or its timing.

Eet's face it. We are top heavy with
leadershin and inner-party forces.

with their associates.

To them, continuity of leadership and

these nor high intelligence is a sub
stitute for living experience.

resents latk of discipline and unrelia
bility.

J. A.—Oakland

is considered "off-the-beam", if not
unreliable.

The mass worker has a life out.side

the party — a satisfying and produc
tive life. He can be independent and
fight for what is right. To leadership

such independence is disruptive— rep
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